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ESG Investors Prepare to Go Local in Trump's America
By Emily Chasan, Bloomberg Briefs
U.S. sustainable investors are looking to go local.

Despite President-elect  disagreement with the current  Donald Trump's
administration's environmental and social policies, socially responsible investors say 
states and cities in the U.S. will continue to provide attractive investment opportunities 
for fighting climate change and social inequality.

Investors say they are likely to focus on opportunities driven by state and local 
governments, municipal bonds, community banking and infrastructure.
  "What the President-elect has said on climate is, 'It's not the federal government's 
problem,' so by extension it becomes the problem of the private sector and state and 
local governments," chief executive of socially responsible investment Lisa Woll, 
organization  said in an interview. In addition to local green US SIF Foundation,
initiatives, Woll said socially-conscious investors could also focus on supporting 
community banking initiatives aimed at green lending, affordable housing and small 
business loans.
   Municipalities, which have been one of the strongest sources of growth in the green 
bond market, could continue to provide investment opportunities as well, according to 

 chief investment officer for sustainable equities and fixed income at Jens Peers,
 $7.3 billion responsible investment arm. "On one Mirova, Natixis Asset Management's

hand people are worried about green bonds, but on the other hand most of the 
infrastructure investment is going to be financed through private investment so that's 
going to be very good for green bonds," he said.

Investors say they will also look to state governments to set the tone on renewable 
spending. Ballot initiatives in states including Rhode Island and Florida on election day, 
supported making renewable energy more accessible and issuing green bonds.

"We no longer can look to Washington, over the next four years to be a force for good, 
particularly around the issues that matter most to," sustainable investors, Matt Patsky, 
chief executive of said at a US SIF event in New York this  Trillium Asset Manager, 
week. "We really need the states to step up."

Due to the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday, the 

next edition will be published Nov. 23.  

Number of the Week

11,000
The number of new monthly donors 
the  has signed up since Sierra Club
the U.S. election — more than nine 
times the number for last December. 

unexpected Donald Trump's 
election victory has sparked 
environmental groups’ best 
fundraising campaign yet. Read more 
here. 

"We don’t have plan B 
because there is no planet B."

— UN Secretary General  in Ban Ki-Moon

Nov. 15 in  on efforts to fight comments

climate change at the  conference in COP 22

Marrakech.

Quote of the Week

:Chemicals  The next frontier in 
corporate sustainability disclosure is 
chemical footprinting.  

: Investing Sustainable investments 
surged by more than $2 trillion in the 
last two years to $8.7 trillion.

:CEO Pay  If your life’s goal is to be 
a highly paid chief executive officer, 
the U.S. is the place.

: Governance Investors who have 
been pushing for U.S. regulators to 
require corporate disclosure on ESG 
issues are worried that may not come 
to fruition under the next president.

:Social  Companies grapple with 
diversity questions after U.S. election.

: Energy Clues about President-
elect Donald Trump's effect on global 
energy lurk in IEA data.

: Q&A Pax's Julie Gorte says 
government support can accelerate 
ESG investment, but is not 
completely necessary.

Inside

Investing

Infrastructure Investment Could Propel Green Muni Bonds

Municipalities issued $5.9 billion in green bonds this year to Oct. 21, according to data from 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance. This is already higher than the 2015 total of $3.8 billion. 
Municipal green bonds, which are generally used to support infrastructure projects, have seen 
"some of the biggest growth" in the green bond market,   head of 's Laura Nishikawa, MSCI Inc.
fixed income in ESG research, said at a meeting at its London offices Wednesday. "We've seen 
a lot of different governments think about using green bonds as a way to channel private capital 
towards critical infrastructure projects," she added. 

— Siobhan Wagner and Emily Chasan, Bloomberg Briefs

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-16/environmental-donors-pledge-cash-at-frantic-pace-after-trump-win?cmpid=socialflow-twitter-business&utm_content=business&utm_campaign=socialflow-organic&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social
https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/press-encounter/2016-11-15/un-secretary-generals-remarks-cop22-press-conference
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By Laura Colby, Bloomberg News
Sustainable investments surged by more than $2 trillion in the last two years as money 
managers worked to accommodate U.S. institutions’ demand for assets that meet 
environmental, social and corporate-governance goals.

The sustainable, responsible and impact-investing category totaled $8.72 trillion at the 
start of 2016, representing about one fifth of all managed investments, according to a 
biennial report published by Washington-based  the US SIF Foundation, Forum for 

 More than 1,000 investment funds totaling Sustainable and Responsible Investment.
about $2.6 trillion include ESG criteria, the group said.

Clients are asking for new funds that focus on specific issues, including climate 
change and conflict risk, which avoids companies doing business with countries that 
support terrorism or have repressive regimes, such as Iran and Sudan, said Meg 

 research director for US SIF.Voorhes,
They’re also steering clear of weapons and firearms, Voorhes said. Policies on military 

and weapons affected $845 billion in institutional investor assets in 2016, more than 
double the $355 billion in 2014 and more than tenfold the amount in 2012.

“A lot of this is driven by public funds that have seen mass shootings in their districts,” 
she said.

Institutional investor assets that seek to screen companies for diversity and equal 
employment opportunity grew 22 percent, to $707 billion. The report also tracked 
gender-lens investing for the first time, reporting that $397 billion in investor assets had 
an explicit focus on products or companies that actively support women’s social and 
economic advancement.

A action last year made it easier for private-sector employers to Department of Labor 
start including socially responsible investment funds in their pension plans. That change 
“may have paved the way for many more private sector plans to adopt” such strategies, 
the report said.

There’s room for growth. At the end of 2014, just $2.7 billion of the $8.31 trillion held 
in private retirement plans was invested in funds that explicitly marketed themselves as 
socially responsible.

Eaton Vance Corp. last month agreed to buy Calvert Investment Management Inc. 
to expand in the area, adding $12.3 billion in assets under management. Calvert 
created the first responsibly managed fixed-income and international equity funds, and 
programs in shareholder advocacy, corporate engagement and impact investing.

Sustainable Investments Surge by Third to $8.7 Trillion

China issued its first green covered 
bond on the London Stock 

raising $500 million.Exchange, 
The bond has a three-year maturity 

and a coupon of 1.875 percent, 
according to a statement from the 
LSE. The funds will finance projects 
in renewable energy, pollution 
prevention, clean transportation and 
sustainable water management.

“This particular green covered bond 
connects China’s onshore green 
bond market with international 
investors via an asset backed 
structure,” said Tian Guoli, chairman 
of the Bank of China.
<full story on Terminal>

   — Anna Hirtenstein, Bloomberg News

 jumped the most in Sunrun Inc.
three months on Nov. 11 after the 
second-biggest U.S. rooftop solar 
company beat its installation target 
by 11 percent. While growth in the 
rooftop power industry is slowing, 
there’s still strong demand. As panel 
prices slide, consumers are expected 
to add 2.76 gigawatts of residential 
systems this year, according to 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance.
<full story on Terminal>

— Brian Eckhouse, Bloomberg News

A new lawsuit by French tiremaker 
Michelin claims that the attempt by 
the company’s U.S. retirement plan 
to engage in “socially responsible 
investing” caused it to be victimized 
by a fraudulent scheme involving 
worthless bonds issued by a Sioux 
tribe. The 11-count  filed Nov. lawsuit,
10, claims that the Michelin plan’s 
advisers invested more than $8 
million in Wakpamni Lake 

 bonds which Community Corp.,
purported to support tribal community 
improvement projects but actually 
established a fraudulent slush fund.
<full story on Terminal>

   —  Jacklyn Wille, Bloomberg BNA

China Lists First Green 
Covered Bond in London

Sunrun Shares Surge as 
Installations Beat Target  

Michelin: Tribal Bond 
Fraud Pilfered Funds  

Growing Impact

NOTE: Chart only shows years with available data from US SIF Foundation.

http://bloom.bg/2f5UqLc
http://bloom.bg/2gizoee
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/Michelin_Retirement_Plan_The_et_al_v_Dilworth_Paxson_LLP_et_al_Do?1479255581
http://bloom.bg/2feAkfA
http://www.bloomberg.com/professional/bcom-demo/?utm_source=briefs&bbgsum=dg-ws-core-briefs-sustainablefinance
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Investors Seek More Measurement of Chemicals, Pesticide Use as Risks Grow
By Justin Morton, Bloomberg Briefs   
Carbon footprinting isn't enough for some 
investors who say the next frontier in 
corporate sustainability disclosure is 
chemicals.

Among the investors flagging 
chemicals as a key issue is Boston-
based responsible asset manager 

 which Trillium Asset Management LLC,
oversees more than $2 billion in assets. 
Trillium is asking companies to disclose 
more metrics on their chemical footprint 
because of the health and financial risks 
it imposes.

"Companies who put out products that 
have proven to harm the consumer 
ultimately will face liability, which will 
harm the company and the 
shareholders," Trillium's CEO, Matthew 

 said in an interview Nov. 14.Patsky,
Consumers' growing concerns about 

the use of chemicals, particularly in the 
consumer products, food and beverage 
industries have become an important 
issue for investors. Some investors are 
wary that the use of chemicals may leave 
certain consumer product manufacturers 
exposed to declining demand from health-
conscious shoppers, as well as 
reputational and regulatory risks, 
according to  executive Mark Rossi,
director of  a  Clean Production Action,
nonprofit research group that designs 
and provides strategies on sustainable 
and environmental-friendly products.

Exposure to even tiny chemical 
particles can sometimes pose health 
risks and lead to learning disabilities, 
asthma, allergies and cancer, Bloomberg 

earlier this month.reported 
Shareholders have asked companies 

to address this. Since 2014, 
shareholders have submitted seven 
proposals on pesticides to companies  .
Four of those shareholder resolutions 
were withdrawn after companies made 
commitments on the topic,  to according
data compiled by Investor Environment 
Health Network.

The United States Department of 
said in a Nov. 10 that Agriculture report 

85 percent of the food supply grown in 
the U.S. and overseas tested positively 
for pesticide residues. Only 1 percent of 
the food supply tested violated its 
tolerance level, it said.

Global and widespread supply chains

Toxic Chemical Shareholder Resolutions

COMPANY PROPOSAL RESULT YEAR

PepsiCo Pesticides and Pollinators Vote: 8.9% 2016

Kellogg Pesticides and Pollinators Withdrawn in response to corporate commitments 2016

PepsiCo Pesticides and Pollinators Vote: 7.5% 2015

General Mills Pesticides and Pollinators Withdrawn in response to corporate commitments 2015

Hain Celestial Pesticides Withdrawn in response to corporate commitments 2015

Lowe's Pesticides and Pollinators Withdrawn in response to corporate commitments 2015

Chipotle Sustainability Report, Pesticides Vote: 31.3% 2014
Source: Investor Environmental Health Network

Corporations are willing to adhere to shareholders' demands for more transparency on their 
chemical footprint, according to  compiled by the data Investor Environmental Health Network.

can make chemicals used by companies 
more difficult to manage and track 
because of increased "layers" of 
outsourced contractors and
subcontractors, Patsky said. Investors 
like Patsky worry that it could translate 
into losses if harmful chemicals are 
discovered in products in consumers' 
homes, he said.

"There needs to be more of an effort for 
monitoring and testing the residue of 
chemicals in products by branded 
companies that distribute them," Patsky 
said.

Trillium, along with other investors, 
including and Calvert Investments Inc. 
Boston Common Asset Management 

have signed onto the Chemical LLC, 
Footprint Project, an initiative that aims to 
transform global chemical use to safer 
alternatives by providing a tool that 
measures and discloses a company's 
chemical footprint. Signatories committed 
to the project represent over  $2.3 trillion
in total assets under management, 
according to its website.

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. outlined 
guidelines for its suppliers in its 2014 
Sustainable Chemistry  to help policy
reduce or eliminate hazardous chemicals 
in its products, stating that it will require 
suppliers to provide full online disclosure 
of beginning January priority chemicals 
2018. The Bentonville, Arkansas-based 
retailer has reduced 95 percent of high 
priority chemicals by weight volume in 
Wal-Mart formulated consumable 
products, according to the company's 
2016 .responsibility report

The company's decisions on chemical 
disclosure have been aimed at benefiting 
"the business, the shareholders and the 
customers," Wal-Mart's director of 
sustainability communication, Ragan 
Dickens, wrote in an e-mail.

Athletic-gear maker   to Nike Inc. aims
have zero discharge of hazardous 
chemicals for all of its products in its 
supply chain by 2020, according to the 
company's sustainability report.

"Green chemistry" is part of Nike's 
overall sustainability strategy, 
spokeswoman Camille Aylmer said in an 
e-mail.

Trillium's vice president of shareholder 
advocacy, said in a Susan Baker, 
sideline interview on Nov. 11 at the SRI 
Conference in Denver that they have 
recently been in "dialogue" with retailers 

and Target Corp. Costco Wholesale 
on convincing company Corp. 

management to disclose and track 
chemical management performance. 
This will help investors manage their 
portfolio risks and make more 
comprehensive investment decisions, 
she said.

Costco declined to comment for this 
story. Target is committed to chemical 
management and transparency, 
spokeswoman, Angie Thompson, wrote 
in an e-mail. The retailer has engaged 
with "investors on a variety of topics" and 
values their input, she added.

"Chemical footprinting fills in a critical 
gap in the sustainability mosaic," said 
Clean Production Action's Rossi. 
"Currently, investors are in the dark in 
terms of corporate chemical 
management practices."

In Depth: CEO Pay

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-01/those-nasty-chemicals-in-your-blue-jeans-aren-t-easy-to-replace
http://iehn.org/resolutions.shareholder.php
https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/2015PDPAnnualSummary.pdf
http://iehn.org/resolutions.shareholder.php
https://www.chemicalfootprint.org/value
http://www.walmartsustainabilityhub.com/ci/fattach/get/4821/0/filename/Chemical+Policy+Implementation+Guide+-+Last+updated+19+March+2014.pdf
http://www.walmartsustainabilityhub.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/306/session/L2F2LzEvdGltZS8xNDYxNzg2NjgzL3NpZC91UlVmcDVQbQ%253D%253D
http://s2.q4cdn.com/056532643/files/doc_financials/2016/annual/WMT_2016GRR.pdf
http://file://corp.bloomberg.com/ny-dfs/users/jmorton53/Downloads/NIKE_FY14-15_Sustainable_Business_Report%20(1).pdf
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Where to Find the Richest CEOs
By Wei Lu & Anders Melin, Bloomberg News
If your life’s goal is to be a highly paid 
chief executive officer, the U.S. is the 
place. But if your dream is just to be 
richer than society, South Africa and 
India are great bets too.

In either case, probably best to avoid 
Thailand, Poland and China. A 
Bloomberg ranking of CEO 
compensation at companies filling 
benchmark indexes in 25 of the world’s 
largest economies shows the biggest 
paychecks — by far — are written in the 
U.S.

Heads of S&P 500 businesses get pay 
packages averaging $16.9 million, about 
2.6 times more than what their 
counterparts reap abroad. In second-
place Switzerland, CEOs get 1.6 times 
the average.

In China, pay is 90 percent below the 
average — at least based on disclosures 
by companies in the Shanghai Shenzhen 
CSI 300 Index. They typically report

annual compensation of about $640,000. 
But heads of state-owned companies, for 
example, enjoy valuable perks including 
housing and entertainment that 
sometimes go unmentioned in filings.

One reason the U.S. is at the top of the 
list is that it is home to many of the world’
s largest publicly traded corporations.

Cost of living explains some of it, too. It’
s much more expensive to live lavishly in 
North America and Western Europe than 
in places like Thailand, where CEOs take 
home roughly $60,000 — less than in 
every other nation ranked.

In other cases, it’s cultural. In Japan, 
big paychecks are typically taboo 
because they’re considered a sign of 
greed.

Pay for top U.S. executives has 
climbed quickly since the 1990s as 
boards increasingly used equity to 
reward bosses, letting companies take 
tax deductions for compensation linked to

performance. Directors at global 
companies are under pressure from both 
investors who don’t want to see bosses 
get rewarded if stocks don’t go up, and 
executives who compare their paychecks 
with more highly-paid colleagues 
overseas.

In some places, growing pay levels 
have stoked the debate over income 
inequality, triggering a public backlash. 
Companies in countries including the UK 
and Spain now hold binding shareholder 
votes on executive pay every third year. 
The European Union moved in 2013 to 
limit performance-based awards at banks.

In the U.S., businesses will at least be 
required to disclose more, comparing a 
CEO’s pay with the median worker’s 
starting in 2017. President-elect Donald 

 has vowed to issue a temporary Trump
moratorium on new regulations that are 
not “compelled by Congress or public 
safety.” <full story on web>

 

Chart Battle: ESG

Source: Bloomberg, International Monetary Fund. To see the underlying data on the Bloomberg Terminal click here.

NOTE: Major companies are members of each country's primary equity index. Compensation data sourced from public filings. CEO pay includes 
any salary, cash, bonuses, pension, deferred pay, value of perquisites and non-cash renumeration such as equity awards. Pay figures come from 
at least 50 percent or 100 of the constituents in each index. Dual-listed companies were included in both indexes. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-16/ranking-where-to-work-to-be-a-rich-ceo-or-richer-than-neighbors
http://bloom.bg/2fik25r
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Chart Battle: ESG

By Amanda Albright and Emily Chasan, Bloomberg Briefs
There's no shortage of debate about the drivers of environmental, social and governance investment strategies. A report from the US 

and another one from  and  this week show a rising demand for ESG and an SIF Foundation  Morgan Stanley Bloomberg LP
expanding sector. Two others are more bearish, particularly a report by  which Boston College's Center for Retirement Research,
argues that public pensions — long term investors with a major stake in ESG assets — shouldn't bother with social investing because 
it can reduce returns.

Battle of the Charts: Where to Find the Value in ESG Investing?

   

 

ESG Goes Mainstream as Demand Rises

Nearly two-thirds of U.S. asset managers now practice sustainable 
investing, and 68 percent say they think of it as a business-building 
strategy, according to a  of more than 400 U.S. asset managers survey
released Nov. 17 by the Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable 

 and . "There's a growing awareness that Investing Bloomberg LP
ESG is not outside the bounds of traditional analysis," Audrey Choi, 
CEO of the Institute, said in an interview. Rising client demand and 
potential for financial returns were the top drivers of ESG adoption, the 
survey found, but asset managers also said a lack of standard industry 
definitions and metrics to measure performance were among the 
factors preventing even further adoption. Investors are saying "we 
need to be able to feel more confident and have more proof that this 
delivers both impact and performance," Choi said.

ESG Products Are Multiplying

NOTE: Chart only shows years with available data from US SIF Foundation.

U.S. ESG mutual funds have been one of the largest sources of new 
products for socially responsible investors in the last few years, 
attracting more than $1.7 billion in assets, according to the US SIF 

Responsible investing "assets have consistently grown," Foundation. 
 managing director at said at a US Ingrid Dyott, Neuberger Berman, 

SIF panel at Bloomberg offices in New York this week. 

Report Casts Doubt on ESG Returns

Public pensions shouldn't concern themselves with social investing, 
according to the  The November Center for Retirement Research.
report found that public pensions with divestment requirements 
sacrifice 40 basis points in average annual returns compared with 
plans without them. The stakes are high for public pensions, authors 

 and wrote. "If social investing produces Alicia Munnell Anqi Chen 
losses, tomorrow's taxpayers will have to ante up or future retirees will 
receive lower benefits," the report states. Public entities, including 
pensions, control 58 percent of U.S. ESG assets, according to a 2016 
report by the US SIF Foundation.

Investors Doubt ESG Is a Hedge For Risk

ESG isn't seen as a risk mitigator by most investors, according to a 
survey of 90 institutional asset owners, wealth managers and pension 
plan consultants by  Additionally, RBC Global Asset Management.
only a third of survey respondents said they considered ESG as a 
source of alpha. This skepticism could stem from the lack of data that 
companies release regarding ESG, according to RBC. "Because ESG 
factors are not yet fully incorporated into valuations, we believe that 
investors who understand how to identify and properly consider these 
factors will have an advantage," the report states.

http://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/sustainable-investing-asset-managers
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Rich Countries Told to Close Coal Plants by 2030 to Save Climate    
By Jessica Shankleman, Bloomberg News
Rich countries must close all their coal-
fired power plants by 2030 to have a 
chance of holding global warming to 
tolerable levels, a report from an 
environmental research group said.

China would have to phase out the 
most polluting fossil fuel by 2040 and the 
rest of the world by 2050, according to 

 a Berlin-based non-Climate Analytics,
profit that is studying how nations can 
meet the emissions goals they agreed at 
United Nations talks in Paris last year.

The findings in a report released on 
Monday illustrate the difficulty in 
achieving the goal of holding global UN 
warming to well-below 2 degrees Celsius 
(3.6 degrees Fahrenheit).

The world already has 8,175 coal 
plants and is building another 733, 
providing about 40 percent of all 
electricity. Envoys from more than 190 
nations are meeting this week and next 
in Marrakech, Morocco, to discuss how 
to take forward the ambitions they set out 
in Paris.

“Both shutting down existing coal and
avoiding new coal build is absolutely 
essential to avoid devastating air 
pollution and climate impacts,” said 

executive director of Jennifer Morgan, 
the environmental group Greenpeace 
International.

Pollution from coal plants could create 
2.5 times more carbon dioxide emissions 
than allowed by scenarios consistent with 
2 degrees of warming, the report said.

If coal plants remain open, the world 
would have to rely instead on carbon 
reduction technologies. 
<full story on web>

 
Environment News in Brief

 

 

Total Invests $300 Million on Solar 
Panels for Service Stations
Total SA, the French oil and gas 
company that owns 57 percent of U.S. 
solar panel maker  SunPower Corp.,
said it will spend about $300 million 
within five years to equip 5,000 of its 
service stations worldwide with 
photovoltaic equipment made by its 
struggling affiliate. “It will reduce our 
carbon emissions by 100,000 tons per 
year and cut our electricity bill by $40 
million per year,”  the Philippe Sauquet,
head of gas, renewables and power at 
Total said. <full story on Terminal>

— Francois de Beaupuy, Bloomberg News

Emissions Growth to Slow in 2016 
Global carbon emissions will expand 
more slowly this year as China’s 
greenhouse-gas output declines.
Emissions will increase 0.2 percent, a 
slower pace than the average 2.3 
percent a year in the decade through 
2013, according to the Global Carbon 

and the Project University of East 
 in Norwich, England. Anglia <full story 

on web>
— Mathew Carr, Bloomberg News

Social

The World's Coal Power Plants

California Maps Go-It-Alone Path on Car Emissions

Investors who pushed up shares of GM, Ford and Fiat Chrysler on a bet that Donald 
Trump will gut clean-air rules may have forgotten another player with a big say: California. 
The state has more people and cars than any other, giving its regulators an outsize 
influence on what automakers build. And lest anyone think differently, California has no 
intention of backing away from clean-air enforcement, even if Trump undermines federal 
mandates, said Dan Sperling, a member of its powerful Air Resources Board. 
<full story on web>

— John Lippert, Bloomberg News  

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-12/rich-countries-told-to-shut-coal-plants-by-2030-to-save-climate
http://bloom.bg/2fesGBS
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-14/global-emissions-growth-to-slow-in-2016-as-china-burns-less-coal
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-14/global-emissions-growth-to-slow-in-2016-as-china-burns-less-coal
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-14/california-maps-go-it-alone-path-on-car-emissions-for-trump-era
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Companies Grapple With Diversity Questions After U.S. Election
By Richard Clough, Jeff Green and Laura 
Colby, Bloomberg News    
Chief executive officers at some of the 
largest U.S. companies, from General 

 to are Electric Co.  Apple Inc., 
reassuring employees they support 
workplace diversity as a salve to 
anxieties caused by the bruising 
presidential election.

Jeffrey Immelt affirmed GE’s 
commitment to “people of all races, 
genders and sexual orientations” in an 
internal blog post Wednesday musing on 
the election. That echoed Apple CEO 
Tim Cook’s message to workers that the 
tech giant welcomes everyone, 
“regardless of what they look like, where 
they come from, how they worship or 
who they love.” Oscar Munoz of United 
Continental Holdings Inc. said in a 
message to employees that they 
represent “every creed and conviction, 
background and belief.”

Diversity issues have come to the fore 
as the presidential campaign exposed 
and deepened bitter divisions on matters 
such as the treatment of women and

Diversity Backers Fear Trump Will Void Obama Exec Orders 

DATE EXECUTIVE ORDER

Mar. 11, 
2009

Creating the White House Council on Women and Girls: Includes assisting women-owned 
businesses to compete internationally and working to increase participation of women in the 
science, engineering and technology workforce

Aug. 18, 
2011

Establishing a coordinated government-wide initiative to promote diversity and inclusion in the 
federal workforce

July 21, 
2014

Amendments to Equal Employment Opportunity Executive Orders 11478 substituting “sexual 
orientation, gender identity” for “sexual orientation” and to 11246, substituting “sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or national origin” for “sex, or national origin”

minorities; the rights of lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and transgender workers; and 
gender disparities on the job. Following 

 surprise victory over Donald Trump’s
 last week, companies Hillary Clinton

now are grappling with how to ease 
tensions and move forward.

Starting about midnight on Tuesday, 
global diversity and Karyn Twaronite, 

inclusiveness officer at consulting and 
accounting firm EY, said she received 
hundreds of emails from employees 
“raising concerns, thoughts and 
observations” as well as “areas of angst.”

“I’m actually hopeful, because there’s so
much dialog. We’ve been able to have 
conversations about subjects people 
never talked about before, like racism 
and sexism,” Twaronite said, adding that 
about two-thirds of EY’s employees are 
millennials.

There’s still cause for concern. 
Advocates of diversity see major 
changes in workplace regulations if 
Trump follows through with his pledge to 
rescind ’s executive Barack Obama
orders, and it’s still legal in 28 states to 
fire workers because they are gay.
<full story on web>

 
Social News in Brief

 

 

Quebec Dads Become Monsieur Mom
Nine in 10 Quebec fathers now take time 
off to help raise their newborn children, a 
surge fueled by the French-speaking 
Canadian province offering a more 
generous payout to men starting in 2006. 
The share of new fathers who took 
parental leave rose to 86 percent in 
2015, from 28 percent a decade earlier. 
The rate for the rest of the country was 
12 percent last year,  Statistics Canada
said Wednesday.   
— Greg Quinn & Erik Hertzberg, Bloomberg News

‘Blood Gold’ in Cars, Smartphones 
Funds Marxist Rebel Armies
While much has been said about the 
efforts to crack down on illegal mining in 
Africa, illicit gold mining and trading in 
Colombia, Peru and Venezuela 
continues to flourish quietly.

About 85 percent of the 59 tons of gold 
produced last year in Colombia comes 
from operations without government 
licenses or environmental permits, said 

 the head of the Santiago Angel,
Colombian mining association.

Though Colombia may ratify a new 
peace deal reached with the 
Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia, or FARC, many other groups 
there will continue to profit from illegal 
gold production. These outlawed 
operations range from large-scale mines 
equipped with massive digging machines 
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, 
to single miners sifting for nuggets in 
jungle streams who hand over a 
percentage of their production to local 
guerrillas. <full story on web>

— Andrew Willis, Bloomberg News

Workers Missed Fewer Days at Work 
Because of Injuries in 2015  
Workers suffered fewer injuries that kept 
them away from their jobs in 2015, 
according to a Nov. 10 report from the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

And when employees did miss time 
from work, the BLS says they were out 
for fewer days.

The 2015 rate for workers requiring 
days away from their jobs following a 
work-related injury or illness was 104.0 
cases for every 10,000 full-time 
equivalent workers, down from the 2014 
rate of 107.1, the BLS said. It was the 
fifth consecutive year the rate decreased 
from 117.9 in 2010.

The BLS report, based on the agency’s 
annual Survey of Occupational Injuries 
and Illnesses of about 240,000 
employers, is used by safety experts to 
compare industries and see how 
employers are performing matched up 
with their industry.
<full story on Terminal>

  — Bruce Rolfsen, Bloomberg BNA    

Governance

Dads Taking Paternal Leave
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Setback Expected in U.S. Sustainability Reporting Push
By Emily Chasan, Bloomberg Briefs
Investors pushing for U.S. regulators to 
require corporate disclosure on 
environmental, social, and governance 
issues are worried that may not come to 
fruition under the next president.

U.S. Securities and Exchange 
 have spoken more Commissioners

publicly about sustainability reporting in 
the past few years, after requesting 
feedback on a disclosure effectiveness 
project and fielding a public rulemaking 
proposal on political spending disclosure.

"This is a moment we probably won't 
get again for years — we've been asking 
for broad and required ESG disclosure 
for eight years," Lisa Woll, chief 
executive of socially responsible 
investment organization US SIF 
Foundation, said in an interview. It is 
"questionable" whether new SEC 
appointees under President-elect Donald 

  would beTrump interested in continuing 
that project, she said.

SEC Chair said thisMary Jo White 

week that she will  when step aside
Obama leaves office.

A political contributions disclosure rule 
is likely "off the table" in a Trump 
administration, vice chair Les Brorsen, 
of U.S. public policy at accounting and

consulting firm  said in a webcast this  EY,
week. The disclosure effectiveness 
project may stay alive, he said, but likely 
only to remove disclosures, rather than 
add them.

 Governance News in Brief

 

 

Tesla Shareholders Should Vote No 
on SolarCity, Glass Lewis Says
Tesla Motors Inc. shareholders should 
reject the electric-car maker’s proposal to 
acquire  the advisory SolarCity Corp.,
firm  said.Glass Lewis & Co.

“Stripped from the pretense of creating 
a fully-integrated renewables retailer 
serving a loosely framed end-market, we 
believe non-affiliated Tesla investors 
should be concerned the proposed tie-up 
of Tesla and SolarCity mostly amounts to 
a thinly veiled bailout plan,” the proxy 
advisory firm said in a note Friday. 
Stockholders are scheduled to vote on 
the deal Nov. 17. Rival proxy firm 
Institutional Shareholder Services 
recommended voting for the acquisition.

— Dana Hull, Bloomberg News

Oracle Shareholders Vote Against 
Executive Pay for Fifth Year    
For the past four years, less than 50 
percent of  shareholders Oracle Corp.’s
have supported the pay of its top 
executives. This year is no different.

Preliminary results from its Nov. 16 
annual meeting held in Redwood City, 
California show that less than a majority 
of shares approved the advisory vote on 
executive compensation, so called say-
on-pay. Forty-eight percent of shares 
supported the plan in 2015.

Oracle is the only company in the 
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index to have 
received five consecutive years of failed 
votes. It was one of six companies in the 
index to have less than majority support 
last year and joins Bed Bath and 

 in failed votes in 2016.Beyond Inc.
The history of low support comes 

despite the fact that Larry Ellison, 
founder, chairman and chief technology 
officer, holds 28 percent of the company. 
Another 1 percent is held by directors 
and other executives, according to the 
company’s latest proxy statement. This 
leaves about two-thirds of shares being 
voted by outside investors.
<full story on Terminal>

— Alicia Ritcey, Bloomberg News

Wall Street Bonus Rules Seen as 
Urgent Ahead of Trump Takeover   
U.S. regulators are rushing to issue 
sweeping limits on Wall Street pay by 
January, said people familiar with the 
effort, before President-elect Donald 

 begins replacing officials installed Trump
by Barack Obama.

The rule on finance industry bonuses is 
the last major unfinished piece of the 
Dodd-Frank Act, which was created to 
strengthen regulations and prevent a 
repeat of the 2008 economic crisis. The 
government agencies are making last-
minute adjustments to the measure to 
complete it within the next two months, 
according to two people who asked not 
to be named because the process isn’t 
public. Trump promised on the campaign 
trail that he would tear up Dodd-Frank 
and issue a temporary moratorium on 
new U.S. regulations, so it’s unclear what 
the financial agencies will be able to 
accomplish next year.

The incentive compensation rule, 
meant to rein in excessively risky 
behavior across a wide swath of the 
financial industry, would force executives 
to wait longer to cash out their bonuses.
<full story on web>

— Jesse Hamilton, Bloomberg News

Q&A

Shareholder Proposals on Political, Sustainability Disclosure

Shareholders have made their own requests for political spending and sustainability disclosure.

Tesla, SolarCity Vote Looms

Source: Bloomberg. For a live version of this chart run 
G # SF.BRIEF 44 on your terminal or click above.   
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ESG Agenda Must Go On With or Without White House Support, Pax's Gorte Says

Government support can accelerate ESG investment, but is not completely necessary

Environmental, social and governance investment is becoming more "passive" and less "active," Gorte says

Interviewed by Bloomberg Briefs reporter Justin Morton on Nov. 10 at the SRI Conference in Denver, Colorado. Comments have been edited 

and condensed for clarity.

Julie Gorte, Senior Vice President of Sustainable Investing, Pax World 
Management LLC

 
Q: What is driving your view that ESG 
investing will expand in the coming 
years?
A: Investors expect or want — especially 
millennials and women — their 
investments to help solve the world's 
problems. People are thinking about 
investments as being something that can 
not only provide them with a retirement, 
but also accomplish the goals they want 
in sustainability for the world.

Q: President-elect Donald Trump 
campaigned that he would restore the 
coal industry. Should the ESG world 
be concerned?
A: If the Trump administration decides to 
back off from the commitments that were 
made under the Clean Power Plan, that 
would be a setback. The transition from 
coal has been going on for a long time. 
Coal is no longer the lowest cost form of 
power. Gas is cheap. Solar and wind are 
cheap. It's getting more economical to 
use cleaner alternatives every day. It 
doesn't matter who is in the White House 
or who is in Congress. There are 
probably a lot of coal miners who voted 
the way they did because they thought 
that somebody could rescue their jobs or 
bring their jobs back. The Obama 
administration didn't kill coal. The market 
killed coal.

Q: What about other sectors?
A: Utilities, mining coal and fossil fuels — 
their heyday is in the past. The path 
could be a little bit longer with one

 

administration as opposed to another, 
but it's not going to change the trajectory. 
It will just make it steeper or less steep.

 Q: Can you recall any times when a
 sustainable sector grew without

government support?
overnment can be helpful or it A: The g

can slow things down. I don't think the 
government is going to stop anything. 
The Nevada Public Utilities Commission 
rolled back its solar incentive program 
and made it retroactive. People who had 
received the tax credit now owe for 
taking the tax credit. Government can do 
stuff like that. Is that going to stop solar? 
I don't think so. Markets tend to have an 
attention span of a goldfish sometimes. 
Reality will take hold. Solar wasn't living 
on subsidies. Solar was living on 
competitiveness. Can the government 
make that worse for a little while? Yes. 
Can it stop solar? No. The government 
can make a difference at the margins for 
either good or ill.

Q: Will solving issues on climate 
 change wane due to the Trump

administration?

A: We could use help from the 
government. Everyone is going to have 
to pull their own weight to solve climate 
change. If the Trump administration 
doesn't want to pull its weight on climate 
change, then our work will continue. It 
would be better if we were all going in the 
same direction, but it doesn't mean that 
we cannot continue to make progress.

Q: Do you think a Trump 
administration will affect the future of 
ESG investment?
A: How people invest is not something 
that is easy for any public official to 
affect. The trends that are happening in 
investing — you are seeing a lot more 
passive and a lot less active. What is that 
driven by has nothing to do with public 
policy. That is driven by statistics. A lot of 
people see the statistics that active 
managers tend to underperform their 
benchmarks most of the time and they 
tend to have higher fees. Investors want 
to invest more cheaply. And they want to 
invest in something that is at least going 
to keep up with the benchmark, which 
kind of leads them to passive investing.

At a Glance

HOMETOWN: Honolulu, Hawaii; grew up in Denver, Colorado
BASED: Durham, New Hampshire

 Pax World, Calvert Investments, the Wilderness Society, the Congressional CAREER:
Office of Technology Assessment, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Banff in Alberta, Canada, June Lake, California, and FAVORITE VACATION SPOT: 
Florence, Italy
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Global $100 Billion Climate-Fight Pledges May Survive Trump Era
By Jessica Shankleman, Bloomberg News
Industrial nations are looking at how to 
deliver on a pledge to provide $100 
billion a year in climate-related aid even if 
U.S. President-elect  Donald Trump
follows through on his pledge to stop 
supporting the fight against global 
warming.

Politicians, investors and observers 
from almost 200 countries gathering in 
Marrakech, Morocco, on Wednesday 
discussed ways to raise money for 
projects that limit pollution and keep the 
international fight against climate change 
on track. Trump has said he will pull out 
of the Paris agreement that the U.S. 
endorsed last year under a United 
Nations process.

The U.S. is the richest of the major 
emitters of greenhouse gases and has 
promised more than $3 billion to a UN 

 a linchpin in the Green Climate Fund,
UN effort to help poorer countries cope 
with climate change. With Trump’s 
campaign promises casting doubt over 
previous U.S. commitments, envoys in 
Marrakech are seeking to inject fresh 
momentum into the discussions.

“My personal view around this is that 
we will continue to meet our 
commitments,” U.S. Jonathan Pershing, 
special envoy on climate change, said in 
Marrakech. That “we” refers to the 
collective commitment of the international 
community, a spokeswoman for the U.S 
press team clarified by e-mail.

The void that may be created by Trump’
s expected decision may be smaller than 
many Americans think, said Nicholas 
Stern, a member of the U.K. upper 
chamber, the House of Lords and a 
former chief economist at the World Bank.

“The direct U.S. governmental 
contribution to the $100 billion was never 
going to be that large,” Stern, now a 
professor at the London School of 

 said in an interview on the Economics,
sidelines of the Marrakech talks. “There 
wasn’t great U.S. largesse in all of this.”

More than 50 heads of state met in 
Marrakech on Wednesday to pursue 
ways of increasing climate finance. 
Estimates show that trillions of dollars will 
be required above the $100 billion target 

 to keep global warming below 2 degrees

Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit), the 
target set by the UN. Some countries are 
expected to announce new pledges and 
initiatives while others will highlight work 
already undertaken.

The withdrawal of the U.S. would place 
more pressure on other rich nations to 
step up finance, UN Special Envoy on 
Climate Change Mary Robinson said in 
an interview.

“In a way the $100 billion is almost a 
distraction in amount,” she said. “We 
need much more than that. So the most 
effective thing is how we can see the 
public money used to de-risk investment, 
to encourage investment in developing 
countries, to have insurance as part of 
that de-risking, etcetera. And to ensure 
that countries that are building up their 
economy — meaning developing 
countries — don’t have to go coal, 
mustn't go coal, mustn’t go oil and gas, 
must go renewables. They can’t do it 
unless they get the huge investment.”

So far the U.S. has only paid $500 
million of the $3 billion it pledged to the 

Rich countries are Green Climate Fund. 
set to meet their $100 billion goal, with 
aid reaching $62 billion in 2014, 
according to the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
and the Climate Policy Initiative. Much of 
the finance is expected to come from

'A Distraction'

businesses and investors building on 
government spending.

The U.S. only contributed about 3 
percent to the UN’s Global Environment 
Facility climate funding program, its chief 
executive said in an Naoko Ishii 
interview. “I’m actually not much 
concerned about Trump. The climate 
financing picture is really more diverse.”

Yet on a political level, Trump’s election 
has created a major headache for world 
leaders and officials. Ravi Prasad, India’s 
chief climate negotiator, told Bloomberg 
BNA that a U.S. withdrawal from the 
process risked spreading “like a 
contagious disease” to other countries.

Small island states that are especially 
vulnerable to rising sea levels remain 
hopeful Trump won’t follow through on 
his plans to scrap climate finance. 
Funding adaptation programs may 
reduce immigration, a key election issue, 
said  Environment Thoriq Ibrahim,
Minister for the Maldives and Chair of the 
Alliance of Small Island States.

“With climate change, there’s a lot of 
people being dispersed to other nations 
and the new administration talks about 
security,” he said in an interview. “It’s 
very important to have climate finance.”

'Contagious Disease'

Energy

Greenhouse Gas Emitters

Data are for 2012 and include emissions from land-use change and forestry.
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Clues About Trump Effect on Global Energy Lurk in IEA Data
By James Herron, Bloomberg News  
Donald Trump’s doubts about climate change and hostility to renewable energy are clear, but the precise impact of his presidency on 
the global energy mix is harder to divine. An annual data dump from the  offers some clues.  International Energy Agency

The World Energy Outlook from the IEA — a policy adviser to 29 
nations including the U.S. — outlines three possibilities. The 
principal scenario, called New Policies, assumes signatories to 
last year’s Paris climate agreement keep their pledges and begin 
to curb emissions. That still falls well short of a second potential 
outcome in which a dangerous 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees 
Fahrenheit) increase in global temperatures is prevented.

The report doesn’t mention Trump and IEA Executive Director 
said Wednesday that it’s too early to gauge the Fatih Birol 

policy implications of his victory. Nevertheless, the president-
elect’s clearest-stated intentions — to back out of the Paris deal 
and rescind President Clean Power Plan — Barack Obama’s 
would be similar to the third scenario, in which little is done to 
tackle climate change beyond current policies.

  Failure to implement U.S. climate and clean power pledges 
would weaken, but not reverse, the trends that made coal the 
biggest loser in the nation’s energy mix under Obama.  

 
By 2040, the amount of electricity generated from coal would fall 
21 percent from 2014 levels, smaller than the 41 percent drop if 
new policies including the Paris accord and CPP were 
implemented, IEA data show. Natural gas would get a boost, 
rising 56 percent in the former scenario compared with 27 
percent in the latter. Growth in wind and solar power — where 
costs are falling as adoption spreads — would slow, but only 
marginally.

All of that would leave the U.S. well short of meaningful action 
to prevent global warming. It would achieve a 10 percent 
reduction in emissions from 2014 levels by 2040, compared with 
a 67 percent cut needed to keep the temperature increase within 
2 degrees Celsius. Trump could go even further by weakening 
federal support for clean energy or regulations to improve 
vehicle efficiency.    

The U.S. abandoning leadership on climate change could leave 
the global consensus achieved in Paris in tatters. China and 
India, the world’s largest and third-biggest national polluters that 
for the first time last year made commitments to curb their own 
emissions, could have little incentive to stick to the agreement.

It took more than two decades to negotiate the Paris climate 
agreement. A global failure to follow through on it could 
transform the long-term outlook for fossil fuels, confounding the 
growing number of predictions that demand for oil and coal is on 
the verge of peaking.

The world would be left with an energy system far from where 
it needs to be to avoid a temperature increase that could trigger 
rising sea levels, superstorms and deadly drought. Coal’s share 
of global energy use would be more than double the necessary 
level, low-carbon nuclear and renewables would be half as big 
as required and annual CO2 emissions would be more than 
double the target, IEA data show.  <full story on web>

Focus: Consumer

Global Energy Mix

The IEA sees fossil fuels' share of global energy supply declining, as 
countries implement policy pledges. 

Policy Shifts

Failure to implement U.S. climate and clean power pledges would slow 
the decline of coal, boost natural gas and delay renewables.

Oil Scenarios

Without new policies to curb emissions and promote clean energy, oil 
demand will grow by another 25 million barrels a day by 2040, more 
than twice the output of Saudi Arabia. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-16/clues-about-trump-effect-on-global-energy-lurk-in-iea-data-dump
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Wash Clothes Cold: Save Energy, Cut Toxics, Companies Say
By Pat Rizzuto, Bloomberg BNA
Cleaning product companies can cut 
carbon dioxide emissions by designing 
laundry detergents that work in cold 
water, a top Seventh Generation 
company official said Nov. 9.
 “We can't change consumer behavior, 
but we can develop cold water 
detergents to reduce energy 
consumption,” who Chantal Bergeron, 
oversees liquid formulation development 
for the company, said at the Cleaning 
Products U.S. 2016 conference.

Many detergents already work well in 
cold, warm and hot water, but there's 
room for innovation in the cold-water 
arena, vice president of Brian Sansoni, 
sustainability initiatives at the American
Cleaning Institute, told Bloomberg BNA.

 senior Kristoffer Friis Gleberg,
marketing director for household care at 

said use of cold water Novozymes, 
helps consumers in two ways: cooler 
water is both gentler on clothing fabrics 
and saves energy, he said. Both benefits 
are examples of concrete information 
companies can use to engage directly 
with consumers through the burgeoning

 

Developing detergents that work in cold water is but one approach Seventh 
Generation is using to reduce energy, Bergeron said. Others include:

Using cold manufacturing processes when possible to make its products and 
buying renewable energy credits when cold processes can't be used

 Using bio-based ingredients

Packaging its products with recycled plastics

Manufacturing its products close to where they will be sold

Other Energy Savings Strategies

number of social media forums, Gleberg 
said.

Bergeron said there were 125 million 
households in the U.S. in 2015. On 
average, those households did five loads 
of laundry a week with 55 percent using 
hot or warm water.

If they increased their use of cold water 
by just one load of laundry a week, that 
would save 29 billion kilowatt hours and 
cut carbon dioxide emissions by 20 
million metric tons, said Bergeron, citing 
information from the Sustainability 
Consortium.

That reduction is the equivalent of 4.3 
million cars being taken off the road or

stopping emissions from five coal-fired 
power plants, she said.

Sansoni said the American Cleaning 
is trying to boost consumer Institute 

awareness of the benefits of cold water 
washing through a “Cold Water Saves” 
campaign it and the Sustainability 
Consortium launched Nov. 9 on the 
campus of North Carolina State 

 in Raleigh, N.C.University
The consortium includes companies 

such as BASF, the Procter & Gamble 
along with Co., Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 

organizations such as the 
Environmental Defense Fund, Green 

and Seal World Wildlife Fund.
 

Predictions: Tesla’s Future in Trump’s World  
By Tom Randall, Bloomberg News
What will  actually do?Donald Trump
It’s a question many Americans are 
asking themselves. Trump, 70, said he 
would rescind “job-destroying” 
environmental regulations within 100 
days of taking office and revive U.S. coal. 
It’s terrible news for efforts to slow the 
pace of climate change, but the impact 
on the renewable energy revolution may 
be limited. Here’s what it could mean for 
America’s clean-energy darling, Tesla 
Motors Inc.:
1. Solar and wind subsidies are probably 
safe with broad support.
2. Even without incentives, renewables 
will get cheaper.
3. Gasoline fuel-efficiency targets could 
be dismantled.    
4. Electric vehicle incentives will expire 
on their own.

. States wield the power of their own 5
incentives, and offer some of the biggest 
renewable incentives.
<full story on web>    

Indexes

The Scramble for Subsidies

The U.S. push for electric cars was set in motion by a $7,500 federal tax break, an incentive 
designed to overcome steep startup costs. The Trump administration could eliminate the 
subsidy, but the impact would be short-lived for electric pioneers including Nissan Motor Co., 

and That’s because the electric-vehicle subsidies were already General Motors Co., Tesla. 
designed to phase out after each automaker reaches its 200,000th domestic EV sale. Tesla may 
be first to cross that finish line, probably in the first half of 2018. Removing the tax break now 
would effectively pull the ladder up behind Tesla and make it more expensive for other 
automakers to transition to battery power.

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-11/tesla-s-future-in-trump-s-world
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Maturity Schedule: Bonds Due

ISSUER NAME MATURITY COUPON $ AMOUNT OUTSTANDING

SolarCity Corp. 11/19/2016 1.60 5,000,000

Bank of America Corp. 11/21/2016 1.35 500,000,000

Kommunalbanken AS 11/21/2016 0.75 500,000,000

Kommunalbanken AS 11/21/2016 0.75 500,000,000

International Bank for Reconstruction & Development 11/28/2016 4.08 12,864,800
  Source: Bloomberg; SRCH <GO>

Indexes

Green Bonds

Global ESG Indexes

Source: Bloomberg. For a live version of this chart run  on your terminal or click on the image above.          G # SF.BRIEF 20

Green Bond Indexes

 Source: Bloomberg. For a live version of this chart run  on your terminal or click on the image above.      G # SF.BRIEF 21

Low Carbon and No Carbon Indexes

Source: Bloomberg. For a live version of this chart run  on your terminal or click on the image above.        G # SF.BRIEF 22
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DATE(S) EVENT ATTENDEES OF NOTE LOCATION

Nov. 17 Green IT: Trends in Sustainable Information Vince Digneo, Adobe; John Frey, Hewlett Packard Enterprise Live Webinar

Nov. 22- 24 Responsible Business Forum on Sustainable Development See website for details. Singapore

Nov. 30 Companies vs. Climate Change Conference & Exposition See website for details.
Fort 
Lauderdale

Dec. 1 Moving the Markets: The SASB 2016 Symposium See website for details.  New York

Dec. 6-7 Responsible Investor's RI Americas 2016 Conference  See website for details. New York

Dec. 7-8 GIIN Investor Forum 2016 See website for details. Amsterdam

Feb. 2 NYSSA Green Bond Investment Outlook Henry Shilling, Moody's New York

Feb. 6 First Annual Investors' Conference on Green Bonds See website for details. London

Feb. 14-16 GreenBiz 17 See website for details.  Phoenix

April 26-27 Ceres Conference 2017 See website for details. San Francisco

May 10-12 US SIF Annual Conference  See website for details. Chicago
  The "event" column links to websites, where available.  
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